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A theory is presented of the Smith-Purcell distraction radiation from a beam of point charges
passing over a finitely conducting bigrating surface, with arbitrary orientation of the beam relative
to the bigrating axes. The beam's field can resonantly excite one or more surface-plasmon polari-
tons, which the bigrating can then decouple into a single outward radiating wave at any given an-
gle and frequency. This radiation, arising from the collective motion of the electrons in a surface
plasmon, has been shown theoretically to enhance the radiated power by two or three orders of
magnitude in the peak direction. Numerical implementation of the present theory has shown that
there is an optimal grating height at which this surface-plasmon-enhanced radiation peak is at a
maximum. This work has also shown that a sinusoidal bigrating, forming a rectangular lattice, can
yield an added enhancement, through two-plasmon excitation, when compared to the radiation
from a classical grating (periodic in one direction).
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper will present an exact theory of Smith-
Purcell radiation (difFraction radiation), for a beam of
point charges moving above and parallel to a finite con-
ducting surface upon which a bigrating has been ruled.
A bigrating surface (also called a crossed grating) is one
which is periodic along two different directions, in con-
trast to a classical grating, which is periodic along a sin-
gle direction. This theory allows for an arbitrary direc-
tion of the bigrating axes with respect to the particle
beam, and explores the enhancements in the radiation
due to multiplasmon excitation coupled through the bi-
grating.
Visible light from a beam of electrons moving above a
classical diffraction grating, observed in 1953 by Smith
and Purcell, was explained in terms of the motion of os-
cillating charge-image dipoles. ' The first rigorous
theories were proposed somewhat later, but these treated
structures that are rather artificial, as, for example,
periodic arrays of perfectly conducting, infinitesimally
thin half-planes. The first exact (nonperturbative)
electromagnetic field theory for radiation from point
charges moving above a realistic grating structure,
namely, a sinusoidal classical grating, was presented by
van den Berg. van den Berg employed a method that
had been proposed earlier by Toraldo di Francia. In
this formulation of the problem, one considers the
evanescent waves that make up the Fourier sum of the
field of a point charge, which is in uniform rectilinear
motion, to be coupled, through the grating, into the ra-
diating electromagnetic field, i.e., the diffracted orders,
in the vacuum. Each evanescent wave in van den Berg's
theory is treated as an incident wave upon the grating,
and the diffracted beam amplitudes are then determined
by the Green's theorem method. The predictions of this
theory were compared, with good agreement, to experi-
ment by Gover et al.
In all of the above theories, the medium upon which
the grating is inscribed is taken to be infinitely conduct-
ing. The first theory which treated the finite conductivi-
ty of the medium was carried out by Chuang and Kong.
The finite conductor will support surface-plasmon polari-
tons, which —under the right kinematical conditions-
can be resonantly excited by the evanescent beams due
to a moving point charge. The plasmon is a collective
excitation of the conductor's electrons, which radiate
coherently. Thus, although the emissions from the indi-
vidual beam charges add incoherently (in all the models
of Refs. 6—9), a plasmon's electrons produce a coherent
effect that gives an enhancement, calculated by Chuang
and Kong to be more than two orders of magnitude for
the radiated power in the peak direction.
The Smith-Purcell effect has found practical applica-
tion in producing coherent millimeter-wavelength radia-
tion in one type of free-electron laser (sometimes called
an orotron). ' ' This type of laser typically operates
with kilovolt electrons passing over a metal grating of
millimeter period, embedded in an open resonator.
Theories treat the metallic grating as a perfect conduc-
tor, which at the relevant electron velocities and radiat-
ed frequencies is a good assumption. Direct excitation
of surface-plasmon polaritons at microwave frequencies
on metals (where the plasma frequency is in the uv re-
gion) would require electron velocities near the speed of
light c (i.e., MeV electrons), and, in any case, the
grating's coupling efficiency is very low at frequencies
below the infrared region. Overcoatings can increase the
coupling efticiency at those lower frequencies, ' and the
required MeV electron energies are achievable with ac-
celerators, so that plasmon effects could possibly play a
role in classical millimeter-wavelength free-electron-
lasers. More practical applications, however, of the
plasmon-enhanced Smith-Purcell effect probably lie else-
where: The ability to create submicrometer and even
nanometer grating periods means that Smith-Purcell ra-
diation in the uv region from kilovolt beams is
possible —thus the possibility of a uv Smith-Purcell laser
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can be explored. Back at lower frequencies, infrared
down to microwave, a solid-state Smith-Purcell device
using the conduction electrons in doped-semiconductor
inversion layers and heterostructures is also a possibility
(under conditions similar to those in Ref. 14).
The incoherent, or spontaneous, Smith-Purcell emis-
sion is a weak process. It, nevertheless, may be useful in
an integrated solid-state context —especially with the
possibility of large plasmon enhancements. Moreover,
an understanding of the spontaneous process can be used
in estimating the power in the stimulated processes, to
explore, for example, feedback in a solid-state Smith-
Purcell device, for creating a solid-state orotron. In ei-
ther case —spontaneous or stimulated —the plasmon
enhancements, and any possibility of increasing those
enhancements, could be of great importance.
In the case of ordinary light incident on a corrugated
metal surface, it has been pointed out that the enhanced
absorptance due to the excitation of surface plasmons
can be increased, for unpolarized light, by use of a bi-
grating, in place of a classical grating. ' ' For light in-
cident in a plane transverse to the grooves of the classi-
cal grating, only the p component couples to the
plasmon, but the bigrating couples both components. It
has also been shown that with its extra dimension of
periodicity, the bigrating can simultaneously excite two
surface plasmons, in situations (i.e., non-normal in-
cidence) where the classical grating excites only one. '
Such processes should carry over to the case of plasmon
excitation due to the evanescent waves from a beam
current, and should, therefore, lead to extra enhance-
ment in the Smith-Purcell radiation.
Section II of this paper develops a theory of radiation
from charged particles traversing a bigrating surface, at
arbitrary orientation parallel to the surface. A set of in-
terference terms, not present from a classical grating, is
shown to arise. The numerical implementation of the
theory is presented in Sec. III for both the classical and
the bigrating. The grating height which gives the op-
timum enhancement at a given frequency and emission
angle (determined by the particle velocity) is presented,
and then for the same frequency, the added enhance-
ment of the bigrating over the classical grating is demon-
strated, for the case in which the bigrating unit cell is
rectangular.
z & g(x~~) is dielectric, described by the complex dielectric
function e(cv)=ez(co)+i el(tv). The surface profile func-
tion is periodic in two directions: g(x~~)=g(x~~
+n a&+m a2). Here a& and a2 are the primitive vectors
of the grating structure, and n and m are integers.
A particle beam consists of point charges Q, each
moving with uniform velocity v=v x+Uyy parallel to
the surface, and at a distance zo above the surface. The
beam direction, that is, the vector v, makes an angle 0,
with the x axis.
It is useful to define a second coordinate system,
x'y'z', by rotating the xyz system about the z axis by 0, ,
so that x' is parallel to v.
A. The incident field
for the electric field, at position r=xx+yy+zz (and
similarly for the magnetic field H ). Thus, it is simpler if
one just begins directly with van den Berg's formulation
and gets the transformed Maxwell's equations for
8'(x, z;k, tv) and &'(x,z;k, to) —Eqs. (3) in Ref. 6 (note
that Ref. 6 is in SI units, while cgs Gaussian units are
used here).
The current density corresponding to a single point
charge is
J(r, t ) =Q v6( r —zzo —vt ) (2)
and its Fourier transform, needed in Maxwell's equa-
tions, is
In the Toraldo di Francia —van den Berg work, the
fields are Fourier transformed (FT) with respect to the
time t and the symmetry direction y parallel to the grat-
ing grooves. Here one might begin by Fourier trans-
forming the fields and the beam current and Maxwell's
equations with respect to x as well as y and t. The result
for the field then contains a 6 function [6(tv
—k v —k v )], which reduces the three-dimensional
Fourier integrals back to the two-dimensional form con-
sidered by van den Berg:
E'(r, t)=, f "des f +"dk, 8'(x, z;k, , cv)(2vr )' 00
lk y —1 ME&e
II. THEORY
The theory begins with the method of Toraldo di
Francia and van den Berg. The Fourier transform of
the electric field of a moving point charge is found.
Each Fourier component is then considered as an in-
cident wave upon the grating. The scattered field, for
each incident wave, is determined with use of the bigrat-
ing scattering theory of Glass et al. ' From the total
scattered field vector, the Poynting vector is then deter-
mined, in order to find the radiated power.
The physical geometry is defined as follows [Fig. 1(a)].
The plane z =0 determines the average position of a sur-
face whose profile is defined by z =g(x~~ ) [where
x~~
—xx + yy ]. The region z & g(x~ ) is vacuum, and
J(x,z;k, cv)= f dt f dy J(r, t)e
=6(z —zo )Q exp[ik„( k, cu )x ],
Ux
where the function k is defined as
co Uyk„(k,co) = —k
X X
—ky tan0, . (4)
Substituting the above value of I into the FT Maxwell's
equations, one finds the result:
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A"(x,z;ky, co) = 2K
Ux
1 k(k, co) — vM
&0 C
+z sgn(z —zo)
&& exp[ik (k, co)x+iao
~
z —zo ] . (5)
The following definitions have been introduced:
one must remember, on performing the rotations, to
transform the dk': dk' =dk /cos8, .
For each component incident wave there is a direction
specified by k=k/k, so that a vector parallel to the sur-
face, like v in Eq. (5), can be expressed as
v = ( k v )k + [ —z. ( v && k ) ]z )& k . (8)
and
k(k~, co) =xk (k~, co)+yk
' 1/2
(6) From the definition of k in Eq. (4), one sees that k and
co for each incident component wave are related by the
relation
ao —ao(k(ky, co), co) = —k (k, co)
C
(7) co=k v . (9)
where Eqs. (4) and (6) in (7) show that ao is imaginary.
The simplest way to derive Eq. (5) is directly from van
den Berg's results, which hold for the case in which v~~x;
that is, they are true in the primed system here. One
takes his results for 6" and &', solves his Eq. (3) for the
x and z components also, and then transforms the results
with a rotation of the axes by 0, . It is important to note
that since in the primed system
With the help of Eq. (9), one sees that




Placing Eqs. (8) and (10) in Eq. (5), with Eq. (1), shows
that
I
E'(r, t)= f dco f dk — k —sgn(z —zo) z +2 ttv» —co op k c ap
Solving the grating diffraction problem, as in Ref. 18, requires evaluating the incident fields at the boundary, i.e., r in
Eq. (11) is on the grating surface, so that z &zo, and thus
E'(r, t)= f dco f dk k+ z B~~(k, co)+(z)&k)B&(k,co) e
OO QO ao(k, co )
where
Qao(k ~co) )ka,oc)o)z oB„(k,~)= e ' '2vr/k /v




B. The scattered field
Treating the integrand of Eq. (12) as an incident field,
for a given k~ and co, and then using the results of Ref.
18 for the scattered field and integrating over all k and
co, one finds the total scattered field:
E'(r, t )
Everywhere in Eqs. (8)—(13), the k, k, and k are under-
stood to be functions of k and co.
From the definitions of k and k [Eqs. (6) and (4)] it is
seen that
dec) dk 0 k
OO OO G
&f&G, &~~+&O[&/ ~]~ —~I]Xe
k( —k, —co) = —k(k, co), (14) (15)
from which it follows that the integrand in Eq. (12),
I(k~, co), has the property I( —k, —co) =I*(k,co). Thus
Eq. (12) can be rewritten in terms of the real part, Re, ofI as
E'(r, t)=2Re f dco f dk I(k, co) .0 oo
where
l&o 1
taG(ky, co)= KG —z A „(k,co; G)
ao(ea ~)
+(z X KG) A i(k, co; G) . (16)
The integrand in Eq. (12) is exactly of the form of an
incident plane wave as writ ten in Ref. 18. The
coefficient B
I~
gives the amplitude of the p-polarized
component, and B
~
is the amplitude of the s
component —both defined with respect to a plane of in-
cidence given by k and z.
-2n - 2&G=x m +y m
a& a2
(17)
The G jn Eq. (15) is a reciprocal lattice vector defined by
the bigrating. If a, la2, as will always be the case here,
then
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Ko=Ko(k~, co) =k(k~, co)+G, (18)
where the dependence of KG on k and co, through the
incident wave vector k, is to be understood in Eq. (16).













e 0+ I Ko
—le for co &0
(19)
I
where m„and m~ are integers. The KG is the scattered
wave vector in the plane parallel to the surface:
and is understood to be a function of k, through KG, as
well as of co and Cs. With this definition of a0, the scat-
tered wave components are always propagating outward
















dependent of the sign of co. Thus, for each given incident
wave (k, co), there is a scattered wave, specified by the
scattering vector G [k~k+G), whose amplitude
has p and s components given by the coefficients
A~~(k, co;G) and Ai(k, co;G), respectively. Here, again,
k is a function of k and co.
Reference 18, using the Rayleigh method and the vec-
torial Kirchhof integral, derives a doubly infinite set of
linear equations for the coefficients AII and A~. These
are summarized below:
(k, co;G')+M„, (k, co;G, G') A, (k, co;G')=D„,(k, co;G)Bi~(k, co)+D„,(k, co;G)B,(k, co)
G'
for p= 1 or 2 . (20)
The elements M„and D„are derived in Ref. 18, and
are defined in the Appendix, with their extension to al-
low for negative co. Inspection of these definitions re-
veals
8'(x,z;k", co)
= g @o(k"—G, co)
G




—G, , co)+G ]x
+iao(
I
k(ky" Gy co)+G I co)z I . (27)
D„,( —k, —co; —G)= D„* (k, co;G—) .
A similar inspection of Eq. (13) shows
B ( —k, —co)= B*(k,co) fo—r v= II or l .
From Eqs. (20) —(22) one thus finds that
(21b)
(22)
A„( —k, —co; —G)= —A„*(k,co;G) for v=II or l .
(23)
Here, recall that the functions k and a0 are defined by
Eqs. (4) and (7), so that, for example, k ( k "
—Gy, co)=co/U —(k"—G ) tan9
Now one writes the Fourier integral for the scattered
magnetic field
H'(r, t)= f dco f dk &'(x,z;k, co)e
(28)
Using this result together with Eq. (14), one finds
o( —k, —co)=Co(k, co)
and then
E'(r, t)= R2e f dco f dk g Do(k, co)0 —OO G
(24)
Maxwell's equations must hold for the total fields and
have already been shown to hold for the incident fields,
and therefore must hold for the scattered fields:
—cVXE'=OH'/Bt. Using the integral expansions and
equating Fourier coefficients, one has
7'X [6'( zx;k, )eo' ]= &'(x,z;k, co)e
C
i (K& xI +aoz —ut )Xe Placing the solution for gf' in the integral, and substitut-
ing back k +6 ~k„, leads to the expected result:
H'( r)
It is useful for the work to follow to reexpress E' in the
form of Eq. (1). If one makes the substitution
k~"=k~+G, then Eq. (15) becomes
I1
E'(r, t)= f dco f dk "6"(x,z;k",co)e
= f dco f dk —g xo(k, co) &(go(k, co)
oo N G
i[kG(k, cu) r —~t]Xe (29)
where
(26) where ao is defined to be the three-vector
a.o(k, co) =Ko(k, co)+zao(
I
Ko(k, co) I,co) . (30)
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C. The power radiated by a point charge
In Ref. 6, van den Berg calculates the radiated power
by finding the work done, in a unit time, on the point
charge by the scattered fields, which can be equated to
the value found from the Poynting vector. In the
present case, of a lossy medium, that method will not
work. One can still, however, directly determine the
Poynting vector or, more usefully, its time average
( S(r, t ) ) r = f dt E'(r, t ) && H'(r, t ),
—T 4m. (31)
where, since scattered waves with co~O are included in
the integrals, it shall be understood that T~ oo. The re-
sult is
(S(r, t))r= Re f dtv f dk f dq g g 6'o(k, to)&&[lrF(q, cv)&(A„(q, tv)]2T 0 —OO —oo G F
exp( —i [a&(k,cv) —aF(qy, (v)].rI, T~ oo (32)
where F is also a reciprocal lattice vector. Here, use has been made of Eq. (24) and of the fact that
x G( —ky, —cv) = —ao(ky, cv). The quantity desired is the total energy radiated from the surface, per unit time, name-
ly,
P(z)= lim f dx f dy(S(r t)) Tz .
—L oo (33)
The surface area is infinite but for the x direction that limit is taken later The x and y integrals become
f "dxe —i[k (k, co) —k (q, co)+G —F ]x + oo —i(k —q +G —F )y
+L —i[(G —F )(u /v )+G —F ]x
y
=4~ &(ky —q, +Gy y)~(m n)(u /U )(a /a —) (n —m ) & (34)
where the m; and n; are integers (0, +1,+2, . . . ) specifying Cx and F, respectively. The last equality in Eq. (34) holds
only if (vy/v„)(ai /a2)(m —ny ) equals an integer; otherwise, the x integral equals zero in the limit where L ~ oo.
Here one may assume that (v /v„)(a i /a2) is a rational number, so that for some integers m, and n, the Kronecker 5
is nonzero. The 5 thus picks out certain waves, for which the physical interpretation is straightforward and will be
discussed later.
With Eq. (34), P(z) becomes
P(z)= 2mc Re —f dco f dk g g —8o(k, cv))&[a„(k +G F,co))&6„(—k +G F,tv)] .z—T 0 —oo
~ F CO
—i[ap (KG(k co) M) exp(KG(k cd) c0)]z
(U /U )(G —F ), (F —G ) (35)
A simple argument will show that L /T=v, (where L ~ oo and T~ oo). Limiting the integration on x from L to—
+L in Eq. (33) could correspond physically to having a grating of finite length, 2L, in the x direction, bound by two
perfectly conducting half-planes normal to the x axes. Indeed, that would limit the radiated fields to the region
x = —L to +L. Imagine a particle passing over the grating from one of these half-planes to the other. If its transit
time is between —T and +T, then these limits on the time integral, Eq. (31), make sense, and then L/T=v . Of
course, as L ~~, so that the free-space plane-wave fields are recovered; then T~ oo, while the ratio of L to T
remains constant.








and ao ——i ao ~, and thus exp[ —iz(ao —ao)]=0 in the limit z~oo. This
fact restricts the sum on Cx to include only the radiating beams (
~





exp[ —iz(ao —ao)] = l.
The above considerations —together with the usual vector identity on the cross products —lead to
2 + OOP—:lim P(z)=v 2m.c Re des dk» —g' g 6(, /, )(GZ~ (x) 0 y x y y ' x x
X[aF(ky+G F co)6o(k rv) @F(k +G F cv)
—AF(k +G F,tv)bo(k, to) a.„(k—+G —F,(v)].z .
(36)
36
The prime on the summation indicates that the G are chosen so that the K& correspond to radiating waves.
The definitions of vo, KG, k, and k„(k,cu), Eqs. (30), (18), (6), and (4), together with the Kronecker 5 in Eq. (36),
show that
Kp(k +G F—,cv)=Ko(k, co),
so that in the integrand of Eq. (36)
ap(k +G F,—cv)=a'G(k, cv) .
The scattered propagating waves are, properly, transverse:
ao(ky, cv). Co(k, cv) =0 .
(37a)
(37b)
Finally, employing the above results in Eq. (36), together with vo. z—:cro, and separating out the terms F=Cr, one has
that
P=v 2rrc' J dcv J dk, —g'ciao( ~ J o(k~, cv) ~, cv) t @o(k„cv) ~ '0
Re 6o(k cv)' g Ap(ky+Gy Fr cv)
F(F ~G j
(38)
The factor Cp(q, cv), appearing in Eq. (38), where
qy ky + Gy Fy (39)
is the scattered amplitude when the incident wave has
frequency cv and wave vector (component parallel to the
surface)
D. Differential radiated power from the beam
To find the power radiated into a given differential
solid angle and at a given frequency, the method and no-
tation of Gover et al. will be followed here —but gen-
q=k(q~, co) =xk„(q~,co)+yq (40)
and when the scattering vector is F. %'ith the require-
ment that tanO„(G F)=(F„—G—), one can show that
this incident wave vector properly satisfies the condition
co =v q and, as stated in Eq. (37), that the scattered wave
vector
~p(qr, cv) equals aG(k~, cv).
The physical interpretation of Eq. (38) together with
Eq. (37) now becomes clear. For each k, cv picked by
the integrals, there is an incident wave, with a given k.
For each incident k, the sum on G picks the scattered
waves KG for which the ~& are radiating. For each Cx„
the sum on F with the Kronecker 5 picks all the waves
which can interfere with the given wave Cx. that is, for
F &6 it picks all the scattered waves that arise from
diferent incident tvaves [q=k(k + G +F,cv )
&k(k, cv)], and which then scatter through diFerent
scattering vectors [F&Cx], but which nevertheless
emerge from the surface with the same anal wave vector
~& and same frequency. This point will be illustrated
graphically later. Notice that for a classical grating
Gy Fy 0 so that the 6 picks out only the term
F =G; and, similarly, when U =0: In both cases there
are no interference effects.
(b)
FIG. l. (a) Schematic of a bigrating surface, separating vac-
uum from a medium e(~), with periodicity defined by transla-
tion vectors a, and a, . Charge Q, at z =zo, has velocity v (~~x')
at an angle 0, with respect to the x axis. (b) Wave vector ~~ of
a radiated wave emerging from the surface plane, x'y', at an-
gles ri' and g', with a projection in the plane of Ko ( =k+Cs).
Shows v~~x' and the case of a,
~
x, thus indicating the angle be-
tween v and the grating axes.
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eralized to the present case for which v is not necessarily
parallel to x.
The direction of emergence of a wave vector ~G,
representing a plane wave radiated from the surface, will
be specified by two angles measured in the primed coor-
dinate system [Fig. 1(b)]. The projection of aG onto the
plane y'z makes an angle g' with the z axis; the angle be-
tween aG and the plane y'z is g'. Thus,
ao(it G, co) = —cosg' cosg' .
c
For the y component of the wave vector one has
(47)
[aG]' =k'+G'= —cosg'sing', (48)
which shows that, in all cases, to have a radiating wave,





k' =k cosO, +k sinO,
and, with m and m defining Cr,
(42)
k' = —k sinO, +k cosO,
2~ 2~
Gy' —— „m~+ ~„my,a
(49)
(50a)









From Eqs. (48)—(50), with (4) for k„, one finds43c
(50b)
(50c)
Since the scalar product is invariant under rotation, the
result k v=co holds in the primed coordinates, and thus
cu(g', G„' )
k =k (g', g', G)= cos8, cosg'sing'
k =co/v




From Eq. (45), one finds co:
(44)
and thus
dk~ = v cosg' cosg'd g' .
cv




co=co(g', G„' ) =cG' sing' —— (46) Now, one can change the variables of integration from












+Re BG(k, cu). g CF(k +G F,co)*-
F(F~G )
( /u )( — ) (F —G)X~
(53)
where now k and co are understood to be the functions
of g', g', and Cx', defined in Eqs. (46) and (51).
The sum on G, meaning a sum on m and m, has the
condition that G' &0—a condition which is necessary
but not sufticient for having radiating waves. The neces-
sary condition is fulfilled automatically through the
definitions employed in the trigonometric substitutions
of Eqs. (41) and (48).
The expression for the radiated power can be put in a
still more elemental form by employing the definition of
1
4G in Eq. (16). Using Eq. (47) along with (16), one ob-
tains






The interference term is slightly more complicated: One
must use Eq. (37) to arrive at the result:
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Co(k, cu). @$(q~,cu)
q' ' ) + I
k+G I'
a()( I k+G I, ru)
+ Ai(k, ru;G) A i (q, cu;F), (55)
e '
'
'A, (k, (u; G),
It is useful to bring out this dependence on the beam pa-
rameters more explicitly —in the final expression for the
power —as follows. One divides both sides of Eq. (20)
by BII. Then in every equation where A
I
and A~ ap-
pear, one makes the substitution (for v= II or I ):
—Qi I ~p(k ~)(k, cu; G) = 2~u.
where, once again, k and co are understood to be func-
tions of g', g', and G', through Eqs. (51) and (46);
k =k( k, (u ) is defined through Eqs. (6) and (4); and
q=k(q~, cu) with q~ =k +G F. —It is important to
note that since k and q depend on Cx through their
dependence on k =k (g', g', G'), and since cu also de-





tions of G implicitly through k and cu (in addition to
their explicit G dependence): For a given g' and g', the
choice of G determines the values of the incident wave
vector k and frequency co. For that particular k and co,
the set of equations, Eq. (20), must be solved for the
scattered wave amplitudes 3 (k, ru;G"), (v=II and l ),
for all scattering vectors G". Finally, the particular
choice of amplitudes for Cs"=6 is made and used in
Eqs. (54) and (55), for substitution in Eq. (53).
Inspection of the equations for AII and A~, namely,
Eq. (20) and Eq. (13), reveals that these scattered ampli-
tudes are functions of the beam parameters, e.g. , v, zo,














sgn[z (vXk)) . (57b)
The Si still contains information on the beam, namely,
v, but the coefficient (u/c) shows that this s-polarized
component of the incident field will contribute relatively
little when U («-
Substituting Fqs. (54) —(56) into (53) yields the result
where the A are the solutions of Eq. (20) when the in-
cident wave amplitudes, on the right-hand side of the
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g [A (k, cu, G)A*(q, pi;F)
+ cos't)' cos~g'A i(k, ~;G )
xA i (q, p~;F)] (58)
where the following notation has been introduced:





/3 = ( u /c ) . (60)
All the results thus far pertain to radiation induced by
a single point charge. Now, consider a beam of the par-
ticles, all of the same charge and velocity. Following the
Jo
N = aIIdzo .Qu
(61)
model of Toraldo di Francia —van den Berg, one consid-
ers an incoherent superposition of the single-particle re-
sults: for N particles, one multiplies P, the power radiat-
ed from one charge, by N. Let N here be the number of
particles in a volume element, which has an area parallel
to the surface of aII and a height dzo, and let ~~ be the
volume density of particles: N=~aIdzo. In terms of
the current density of the beam, Jp =~Qu, one has
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After multiplying P in Eq. (58)—which is a function of
zp —by this N, one should integrate zp over the beam
thickness. Here under the assumption that the beam
grazes the top of the grating, the integration is begun at
zo —g, where g is the maximum value of the profile
function g(x)~ ). One may extend the integration out to
zp —00 —following, for example, Gover et al. —as long
as the beam thickness h is much greater than the decay
length of the surface-wave field in the vacuum mph »1.





present purposes P(0.9. Thus aoh »1 implies that
h »a, which is reasonably satisfied in the present work,
where the periods are comparable to the wavelength of
radiation at the surface-plasma frequency of metals
(a =10 nm).
On the basis of the above discussion, the total power
radiated, per unit beam area parallel to the surface, is
+h
(62)
Finally, one observes that in a given direction of prop-
agation (i)', g'), for the coordinate system in Fig. 1, a
differential solid angle is given by dQ'= cosi)'dg'dg'.
Then P can be expressed as
and since [by Eq. (46)] (o &
I G„ I U, and since to get radi-
ation
I G„ I &2~/a (where a is the grating period), the
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&o(k ~) I -g. ),(k,-)) „ I ~o(e ~) I ee ' ' Re+"
F Ie I [ I~o(k ~) I+ I~o(e ~) I ]
&& [A ~~(k, to;Cr)A~) (q, co;F)
+ cos g'cos g'Ai(k, co;G)Ai(q, co;F)] (64)
The quantity dP(ri', g')/dQ', in Eq. (64) above, is the
power radiated into a unit solid angle in the direction
(7)', g'), per unit beam area [parallel (II) to surface], at all
the frequencies cu(r)', G' ) allowed by Eq. (46), for all the
G' determined by the sum.
The radiated power's exponential decrease with in-
creasing grating amplitude g is explicitly expressed in
this equation. Of course, the amplitudes A, depend im-
plicitly on g [through the M„ in Eq. (20)]: The cou-
pling, by the grating, of the beam's evanescent field into
the outwardly propagating diffracted beams increases
with increasing g [increasing linearly, to first order in
the small parameter g /a —as seen with perturbation
theory on Eq. (20]. There should thus be an optimum
grating height for maximum radiation (as confirmed in
the next Sec. III).
Suppose that one wishes to know the power radiated
into a unit solid angle in a specified direction (i)', g'), per
unit beam area (II surface), at one particular frequency
First, fix the value of 7)', then Eq. (46) gives a discrete
spectrum of allowed values of co, as a function of G„'
(note that one can have any frequency desired by adjust-
ing the period a, ). Choose a particular allowed value of
~, along with its corresponding G', and call the latter
Go'. From the definition of G' in Eq. (43) one sees that
there are many values of the integers m and m that
give the same G ' and, thus, give the same value of co:
2' 277
m cosO, +m sinO,
a, ' ~ a,
G ' =—sing' ——
C v
(65)
The sum on Cx in Eq. (64) is now restricted to those
values of m, m for which G' = G ' [i.e. , for which Eq.
(65) is satisfied]; thus the G' can be taken outside the
summation. Say that m and m are a particular set of
integers (specifying G, and G ) that satisfy Eq. (65), for
the chosen G„' and the chosen ~. The restriction
G' =G ' implies that
Gx cosOU+G~ sinOU =Gx cosOU+G~ sinO„
and then dividing by cosO, and using tanO, = v /v, one
finds the restriction on the allowed Cx's expressed by
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(v /U )(G —G ), (G
which is the same form of the Kronecker 5 that appears
in the interference sum. This Kronecker 5 from the in-
terference sum (the sum on F), namely,
6(, &, )(G F ) (F G ), now subject to the above condi-
tion on the values of G„and 6, can be shown to be
equivalent to
wave component (KG )~ is not fixed: All the allowed G's
that connect the k line to points inside the circular light
line [the dashed circle at k =co/c in Fig. 2(a)] will lie on
a line parallel to the k axis at (KG)„and correspond to
scattering at different values of g, for the same r) and co.
Choosing the value of g fixes the value of(KG) =(n~/c) cosy sing (for any allowed G). Thus, for
a given set r), g, and co, the scattered wave vector is
fixed, as
























FIG. 2. Schematic showing the light line cu=ck (dashed cir-
cle) and the k line for incident wave vectors at frequency co
from the beam's field. k„kb, and k, are three of the incident
wave vectors that scatter into the same outward radiating wave
K' (scattering through reciprocal lattice vectors Cx, , Crb, and
Cx, ). Dots show reciprocal lattice points for a, ~x and a, ~~y. (a)
Case in which v~~x, so k line is perpendicular to k„. (b) Case in
which v at angle 0, with ~, so k line is perpendicular to k '.
and thus becomes independent of the particular value of
G picked by the first sum. The set of selected vectors
IFI is the same for each value of G and is, in fact,
equivalent to the set of vectors I G I.
The above discussion, concerning radiation in a fixed
direction at a fixed frequency, can be best illustrated
graphically. First, consider the simplest situation: the
one in which U =0 and there is no distinction between
primed and unprimed coordinates [Fig. 2(a)]. From Eq.
(4) or (9), one sees that the choice of co immediately fixesk, as k =co/U. Thus, once g is picked and an allowed
value of cu is chosen —corresponding to some G, [Eq.
(46)]—then all the incident wave vectors k must connect
the origin in the plane k -k to the straight line that is
parallel to the k axis at k =co/U (call this the k line).
The choice of g and co also fixes the scattered wave com-
ponent (KG)„=(co/c) sini)=co/U+G„(for any allowed
G, i.e., those with G =G„). At this point, the scattered
K'= x—sini) +y —cos71 sing,
C C
which has been labeled K' rather than KG, since this is
the scattered wave vector for all allowed G. The al-
lowed G are all those reciprocal lattice vectors that can
be drawn from the straight k line to the point K'. In
other words, any point on the k line that can be connect-
ed to the point K' by some G vector represents an al-
lowed incident wave vector k, with that G being an al-
lowed scattering vector [i.e., allowed for the first sum, on
G, and for the second sum, on F in Eq. (64)]. Obviously,
all such G have the same value for G =G, and obvi-
ously such G are negative.
For the case in which U &0, and thus 0,&0, the con-
dition co=k-v requires that for a given ~ the incident
wave vectors k touch the line, shown in Fig. 2(b), which
is perpendicular to the direction of v, i.e., perpendicular
to the x axis. This line intersects the k„axis at
k„=co/U and makes an angle 0, with the k axis. The
perpendicular distance from the kz ky origin to the k
line is always co/U. Again, if one fixes co by first fixing
the value of g' and then choosing an co corresponding to
some G„' =G ' &0 [by Eq. (46)], then one not only fixes
the k line, but also fixes the scattered wave component
(KG )' = (co/c ) sing' —for all allowed G. The com-
ponent (A G } is not yet fixed: Any G that can connect
from the k line to the parallel line at fixed (K& )'
represents scattering at fixed g' and co, but with varying
Fixing g' fixes (KG)~ and thus fixes the scattering
vector K'=x'(co/c ) sing'+y'(cu/c ) cosil' sing'. Any G
that can be drawn from the k line to the point K' is an
allowed reciprocal lattice vector for the summations in
Eq. (64), and the point on the k line from which it is
drawn is the corresponding initial wave vector [which
appears in A(k, ro;G) for example].
For fixed values of g', g', and n~(rI', Go'), the set of al-
lowed G's can thus be determined by the following con-
struction. The points making up the two-dimensional
reciprocal lattice are drawn. The origin of the coordi-
nate system k -k is then adjusted until the vector head
of K' rests on a reciprocal lattice point. All points
through which the k line now passes are the allowed ini-
tial wave vectors, and the G's connecting them to K'
give the set of allowed reciprocal lattice vectors IG I.
In the expression for the differential radiated power,
Eq. (64), the summand (in the large parentheses) is a
function of k and q. For fixed values of il', g', and
co=co(i)', G '), as the sum on G is performed, k varies
only as a function of G', according to Eq. (51); k„ is a
function of only k by Eq (4); and, the.refore, k varies
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only with G' (as shown graphically in Fig. 2(b). Em-
ploying Eq. (50) to express G' as a function of G, and
G, one finds that k, and hence k, are functions of G:
k» =—( cosil' sing' cosO, + —sinO, )+G ' sinH, —G
—:k(G ). (66)
From Eqs. (40) and (4), q„and q are functions of only
q», and q through Eqs. (39) and (66) becomes
q» =
—( cosi)' sing' cosH, + —sinH, )+G, ' sinO, F—
=k(F ).
In summary, the final expression for dP(rl', g';co)/dII',
the power radiated, per unit beam area (~~ surface), into a
unit solid angle, at angles i)' and g' and at the given fre-
quency co=co(il', Go') is obtained from Eq. (64) with the
following substitutions:
6
G(m, m ) G(m m Ix' y x' y[G (Oj
(68)
(v /v )(F —G ) (G F )F V x y y ' x x[F~G ]
(69)
E. Surface profile parameters
The theory developed here is valid for an arbitrary
periodic surface profile. In Sec. III the numerical im-
plementation of the theory will be discussed for the par-
ticular profile of the form
(l) 2& (2) 277g(x~~) —h, cos x, +h, cos X2
al Q2
2'









It will be convenient next, in Sec. IIF, to refer to the
amplitude parameters (h'k') from this profile function
and also to its Fourier transform
PG)= ' f f d x„. ' "g(x„).ala2 cell (71)
The following definitions for some specific Cx=(G„,G )
will also be useful: Cxi —( —1,0)2ir/ai, Gi —( —1/a&,
3
+I/a2)2ir, Cr, =(0, + 1)2ir/a2, and Cx6 —( —2, 0)2rr/a, .
5
F. Plasmon resonances
and k» =k»(G») and q =k (F ) [with the function
k (G ) defined in Eq. (66)], and k =k„(k ) and




which to lowest order (zero order in the grating height)
becomes
plane k -k . The presence of the grating will distort this
dispersion relation, introducing minigaps at the
boundaries of the grating's Brillouin zones, and intro-
ducing a dependence on the direction of propagation in
the plane. All such effects are implicitly contained in
the present formalism [through Eq. (20)]. For the sake
of discussion, however, and also for making estimates to
begin implementation of the exact theory, it is
sufhcient —here, where grating amplitudes are small —to
refer to Eq. (72) and to draw the surfaces of constant
plasmon frequency as circles in the k -k plane.
Since a wave incident on the grating is here really an
evanescent wave from the particle beam, a surface
plasmon can be resonantly excited directly from the in-
cident wave. It is a direct process in the sense that the
grating is not necessary: The k and co of the incident
wave can match the Ksp and co of the plasmon, since
both have dispersion curves to the right of the light line.
A surface plasmon (or two surface plasmons) at a given
frequency co will be directly excited at the point(s) in the
k -k plane where the I(, line for incident frequency ~ in-
tersects the plasmon constant-frequency (co) surface [the
circle of radius Ksp(co), to lowest order].
Figure 3(a) presents the simplest case for plasmon ex-
citation: The beam is parallel to the x axis (H, =0) and
the k line intersects the plasmon circle at the tangent
point on the k axis. The incident wave k=(co/U, O) will
excite a plasmon here where
The dispersion relation for surface-plasmon polaritons








Here Ksp(co) is the magnitude of the surface-polariton
wave vector, which is independent of direction in the
For a given fixed frequency cu, the beam velocity can be
adjusted to satisfy Eq. (73), namely U =c [[e(co)
+ I]/e(m)I' . On the other hand, for a fixed beam ve-
locity there is a unique frequency ~ that satisfies this









FIG. 3. Schematic showing the light line (dashed circle of
radius co/c), the k line for incident wave vectors, and the
surface-plasmon constant-frequency circle [solid circle of ra-
dius Ksp(co)], all for frequency co. Case of vllxlla, . (a) The in-
cident wave k directly excites a surface plasmon and is coupled
by Cx, into a wave radiating normally outward. (b) For a
square lattice bigrating, the incident wave k and its excited sur-
face plasmon are coupled through Cx2 and Cx3 into two other
surface plasmons that then decouple through Cx4 and G, into
the wave radiating normally outward. Qii k (a)
Once the plasmon has been excited, it is the grating
which couples it into an outwardly radiating wave. In
Fig. 3(a) the vector G& connects k back inside the light
line, so that the radiating wave has g =O'. If a, is
chosen as to have 2~/a, =k =co/U, then g=O' and the
wave emerges normal to the surface. This outward cou-
pling by the grating is, to lowest order, proportional to
g(G, )/a, , and is thus proportional to the amplitude of
h, " in the surface profile. The entire process (excitation
of the surface plasmon and its surface decoupling) is first
order in g(G, ).
Indirect excitations (i.e., by the grating) of surface
plasmons are also possible. Figure 3(b) shows how the
grating couples the incident k through Cxz and G3 into
points on the surface-plasmon circle, exciting two sur-
face plasmons simultaneously —in a process proportion-
al to g(Gz) and g(G3), and thus proportional to the am-
plitude h&&. In a second step the grating couples these
two plasmons into radiating waves, through g(G4) and
((G5), so that the entire process is of second order,




——a 2, with the same physical configuration
(same v, k, cv) as in Fig. 3(a). In this case, if the grating
contains both an h'&" and an h&& component, then all
three plasmons can be created simultaneously. A fourth
can also be created simultaneously, in another second or-
der process, this one excited through G6 ( ~h2I" ) and
decoupled through —Cx, .
equation. Graphically, this solution is just the intersec-
tion of the straight line co=Uk with the dispersion curve
of the surface-plasmon polariton (Fig. 4), from which it
is clear that the higher the beam velocity, the lower the
frequency of the excited plasmon. To intersect this
plasmon dispersion curve near the light line, where the
frequency begins to drop more quickly, requires that U
be increased up close to c. Thus, with metals, for which
the surface-plasma frequency (the plasma frequency rv
divided by &2) is in the uv, one must have v ~c in order
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FIG. 4. Dispersion curves for (solid curve) surface plasmon
on a Hat Ag surface (optical constants from Ref. 21), (short-
dash —long-dash line) bulk light waves —the light line co=ck,
(short-dash line) evanescent wave from charged particle with
velocity v (Ilk) —co=uk.
FIG. 5. Schematic showing the light line (dashed circle of
radius ~/c), the k line for incident wave vectors, and the
surface-plasmon constant-frequency circle Isolid circle of ra-
dius Ksp(co)], all for frequency co. For a square lattice bigrat-
ing (a, llx). Solid dots indicate the wave vectors k of the two
directly excited surface plasmons. (a) For v at 0, =45, the two
plasmons decouple through G& and Cx4 into a wave radiating
normally outward. (b) For vllx (0„=0), the two plasmons
decouple through G& and 63 into a wave radiating normally
outward.
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The above multiplasmon excitations involve second-
order processes. First-order multiplasmon processes—
those involving direct (zero-order) coupling of the in-
cident wave k to two plasmons —are depicted in Figs.
5(a) and 5(b). In Fig. 5(a) the beam is at 0, =45',
a, =a2, and the outward coupling is achieved through
G, and Cr4 —involving, to lowest order, the amplitudes
h 'i' and h I '. In Fig. 5(b), the outward coupling involves
h ] ] ~
III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE THEORY
Equation (64), together with Eqs. (68)—(69), was used
to calculate the difFerential radiated power, per unit of
current density, R =[dP(q', g')/dQ']/Jo, which is the
quantity plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 and discussed below.
This quantity has units of (erg/s)/[cm (statampere/
cm )], or simply (erg/s)/statampere=erg/esu (which is
converted to watt/ampere by multiplying by 299.79).
Implementation of the theory requires solving Eq. (20)
for the coefficients A. The method of solution has been
fully explained in Refs. 18—20. The solution requires
calculating the Fourier transform of the complex ex-
ponential of g(x~~), [J in Eq. (A3)], which —as described
in Refs. 19—20—is accomplished using a one-
dimensional fast Fourier transform with a power-series
expansion of the exponential of the h» term from the
profile function (hereafter called the cross term). In the
special case when only the cross term is present, J is
given by Eqs. (A9) —(A12). In all the cases considered
here, Q is the electron charge.
First, in order to check the theory, a comparison was
made with the classical-grating results of Chuang and
Kong, using their parameters a, =2000 nm, h'&" —100
nm, v~~x, v/c =0.8, g'=0, and with e(cv) given by the
Drude expression with ~ ~=20~ and ~= 10 ' sec. The
surface profile —a classical grating —is described by Eq.
(70) with h', '=h» —h~z" —h2I ' —0. With m, = —1, the
quantity [dP(g, g)/d0]/Jo was calculated as a function
of g. With m„ fixed, varying g means varying co, one
special value of which will satisfy ai/v =Ksp(cv). Thus
R was found correctly to peak at the surface-plasmon
resonance, located at q' =71', with a relative peak height
of between two and three orders of magnitude —as in
Ref. 9. The absolute peak height was 10.6 mW/A, with
a frequency at the peak of co=3.09& 10' rad/s.
Thinking of the orotron, and the possibility of a solid-
state orotron, one sees that it would be more convenient
to have the radiation emitted along the surface normal.
This can be achieved, with the frequency held fixed by
adjusting a, so that 2~/a] =co/U: a& =467 nm. Fur-
thermore, the grating amplitude can be adjusted for
maximum efficiency. In studies of optical reflectance,
with surface-plasmon excitation, from gratings and bi-
gratings, it has been found that a maximum in absorp-
tance and in surface-field enhancements is achieved with
height to period ratios (hI" /a, ) around 0.02 (see, for
example, Ref. 18). Thus a value of h I, ' =10 nm was
chosen first. With these parameters, a peak in R was
found at g=2. 9'. The peak is not at g=0, because the
presence of the grating perturbs the surface-plasmon
dispersion curve (i.e., shifts the radius Ksp in Figs. 3 and
5) as a function of h']" /a, . To move the peak closer to
g=O one can solve for R while slightly varying the value




This kind of fine tuning by adjusting the period a,
would not be very practical in a real experimental situa-
tion. There, however, one could fine tune by adjusting
the beam velocity v. Changing U means changing the in-
tersection point (Fig. 4) on the surface-plasmon disper-
sion curve, i.e., changing Ksp, which means changing
the nature of the plasmon (e.g. , lifetime) which is being
excited. Thus, for the purposes of a theoretical study,
fewer variables are altered and the physics is clearer if
one adjusts a
&
for fine tuning rather than U.
In this manner, for h ',"= 10 nm, R versus a, was
found to peak at a
&
—468 nm, and then R versus g was
found to peak at il= —0.4' (iv=3. 202X10' rad/s), with
a value of R =15.8 mW/A. For h', "=5 nm the op-
timum result was R =6.92 mW/A, found at a, =467 nrn
and g= —0.2'; for h 'I" —15 nm it was R =17.2 mW/A,
at a] —471 nm and g= —0.5'; and for h ] —20 nm it
was R =14.6 mW/A, at a] ——475 nrn and g= —0.7'.
The calculation clearly shows the existence of an optimal
grating height (here 15 nm) for maximum radiation at a
given angle and frequency (here /=0, ri -=0', and
cv =3.2 X 10' rad/s).
To ascertain correctly the advantages of the bigrating
over the classical grating, it is necessary to compare re-
sults at the same frequency and in the same direction of
emission and also to compare the optimized results of
one with the optimized results of the other (another
reason for the above optimization procedure).
Before considering the bigrating, it is worthwhile re-
peating the above calculations for a real metal dielectric
function, in this case using a set of experimentally deter-
mined optical constants of Ag (Ref. 21) (with linear in-
terpolation between the table values).
For the classical Ag grating, with v~~x, the same pro-
cedures were followed as for the Drude model above, but
with the following choice of parameters: U /c =0.5,(=0, and m„= —l. Equation (73) was solved for the
lowest-order (fiat-surface) approximation of co corre-
sponding to the direct plasmon resonance, and then a,
was found from 2~/a, =co/U so that g=0. Fine tuning
was accomplished by looking for the maximum in R as a
function a
&
at g =0. Lastly, with the optimum a & fixed,
R was found as a function of g. The fine-tuning pro-
cedure was repeated for various grating heights. The re-
sults for the optimized value of R versus h '," are shown
in Fig. 6 and correspond to the following optimizing pa-
rameters: For h ',"=5 nm, a
&
—172 nm, and g= —0.2'
(co=5.48X10' s ' or A, =344 nm); for hI'' —10 nm,
ai —173 nm, and rI=O. O' (A, =346 nm); for h I,"=13 nm,
ai —173 nm, and rI= —0.4' (A. =347 nm); for h,"=15
nm, a i —174 nm, and g = —0. 1' ( k =348 nm); and for
h', "=17 nm, a& —174 nm, and g= —0.4'. The max-
imum in the radiated energy occurred at h
&
—13 nm
(R = l. 16 mW/A). For h I' ' —15 nm the plot of R
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FIG. 6. Power radiated per unit solid angle, per unit beam
area (parallel to surface), per unit current density, at the
plasmon peak located at /=0' and r)=O vs the grating height
h& for the classical grating (solid curve), with a, =173 nm;
height hl& for the square lattice bigrating (short-dash —long-
dash curve}, with h l —h 2 =0, and with a, =a, =246 nm; height
h && for the rectangular lattice bigrating (short-dash curve), with
h
&
=hp =0 and with a, /2=a, = 194 nm. With U/c =0.5,
0.707, 0.559, respectively. All cases for Ag, with v~~x, and
A, =348 nm.
versus g is shown in Fig. 7. Its peak has the value
R = 1.14 mW/A.
Next a sinusoidal bigrating with square lattice symme-
try [ai —az —=a and h, '=h "=h;, i =1,2 in Eq. (70)]
was considered. The configuration depicted in Fig. 3(b)
was chosen: v~jx, 2'/a =co/u =Ksp(ru) h2 =0, and
h ii&0. The case of the Drude e(cu), as previously de-
scribed ( u /c =0. 8 ), was employed, and no advantage
over the classical grating was found. For example, with
h& —10 nm and h&& —5 nm and with g=0, the value of
R versus a peaked at 11 mW/A for a =472 nm. Even
though the excitation of the two extra plasmons at
k+ Gz and k+ Cz3 does take place, it is an indirect
excitation —yielding only a second-order increase in R,
while at the same time the added grating height
(g =2h, +h» versus g =h, for a classical grating)
contributes to the exponential decrease.
To achieve a direct coupling to two plasmons, one
might try the configuration depicted in Fig. 5(a): The
beam direction is turned to O, =45, for a grating lattice
of square symmetry with h» —hz —0 ( only the term
h '&" —h '& ' =h
&
are needed —for decoupling the
plasmons through Cxi and Cx4). In this situation, the two
wave vectors k, of the incident waves, which are coin-
cident with the wave vectors of the two excited surface
-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90
(deg)
FIG. 7. Power radiated per unit solid angle, per unit beam
area (parallel to surface), per unit current density vs the angle
For (=0'. for a Ag classical grating with a, ~x, a, =174
nm, and h, =15 nm and with v~~x and u/c =O. S.
plasmons, are each at an angle P with respect to the
beam direction (v), where /=0„=45', leading to less
emitted radiation than for the case in which k~~v (6=0).
This eAect shows up in the present formalism through
the G'~ in Eq. (64), as follows. To compare results prop-
erly with the case of k~~v (the classical grating, for exam-
ple), one wishes to keep rI and cu constant. As shown in
Fig. 5(a), the resonance condition is Ksp(cu) =ru/
u =co/(u cosg, ), so that as 9, is changed, keeping cu
constant requires changing the magnitude of the velocity
itself by the factor 1/cosO, . Then G,' =G„'=co/v is de-
creased by the factor cosO„and R is decreased by the
factor cos 0, . In addition to this effect, there is again
the added height of the bigrating, which contributes
=2h, to the exponential fall-off, versus g = lb, for
the classical grating. Thus, although the bi grating
configuration of Fig. 5(a) does yield two directly excited
surface plasmons, it provides no advantage over the clas-
sical grating: One could double the height of a classical
grating to double the coupling through a single plasmon,
without the cos O, drop in efficiency, while paying the
same price as for the bigrating, namely, the fall-off
exp( —2h &a).
The configuration in Fig. 5(b) gives two surface
plasmons, but now for the price of one: With v~~x on a
square lattice bigrating, there are two intersection points
of the k line with the plasmon circle, representing two
direct excitations, which are coupled into radiation at
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g=0 through the h» term in the profile. Thus with
h, =h 2 —0, the price is only the exponential
exp( —lbiia). The angle P between the k and v, for
both of these processes, is again 45', and again the cos P
weakens the effect. Comparing Fig. 5(b) with Fig. 3(a),
for the same frequency —meaning the same radius
plasmon circle Ksp(co), one sees that the velocity in Fig.
5(b) must be greater by the factor 1/cosP, so that
G„=a~/v is reduced by cosP.
The configuration of Fig. 5(b), as just discussed, was
implemented for the case of a Ag bigrating —to be com-
pared to the results for the Ag classical grating of Figs.
6 and 7. Thus, in order to have the surface-plasmon res-
onance for the same frequency and at q =0, the beam ve-
locity was chosen so that v/c =0.5/cos45'=0. 707 (re-
quiring a i —173 nm/cos45'). With ri=0 fixed [and
(m„, m ) =( —1, —1)], the value of R versus ai was cal-
culated, for h» —10, 15, 20, and 23 nm, and the result-
ing peak values in R were found at a& ——245, 246, 246.5,
and 247 nm, respectively. Then R versus g was deter-
mined for each of these values of h» and a] with the
following peak results: R =0.48, 0.71, 0.85, and 0.89
mW/A, respectively (i) =0.1, 0.2, 0, and —0.2', and
A, =346, 347, 349, and 350 nm). This optimized peak
value of R as a function of h» is shown plotted in Fig.
6. As expected, the results are not quite as good as for
the classical grating.
To reduce the loss of efficiency due to the cos P factor
in the above configuration requires reducing
increasing G„. This angle P between k and v can be re-
duced, while keeping the k at the intersection points of
the k line and the surface-plasmon circle, and still hav-
ing g =0, by employing a rectangular grating lattice
a2 ~ a &, so that the primitive vector of the reciprocal lat-
tice G =2m. /a2 & 2m /a i ——G„. Then one has
cos P =[1+(a, /a 2 )2] (74)
One would want to vary P continuously by varying a&,
to find its optimal value for maximizing R. The present
theory permits such a search, but here, just to illustrate
the point, results for the case of a 2 —2a i (P =26.6') were
obtained. The emitted frequency was kept the same as
in the previous cases by having v/c =0.5/cosg=0. 559.
For h» —10, 15, 17.5, and 20 nm, the optimized values
of R were calculated to be 0.969, 1.35, 1.41, and 1.35
mW/A, respectively (a i —193, 193.5, 194, 195 nm;
r)=0. 1, 0.1, 0, 0; A. =345, 346, 347, 349 nm). The ad-
vantage of this 1&2 rectangular lattice over the square
lattice bigrating and also over the classical grating is evi-
dent in Fig. 6. The maximum values of R, as seen in the
figure, are 1.4 mW/A for the rectangular and 0.9 mW/A
for the square lattice bigrating, the ratio of which is 1.6,
the same as the ratio of their respective values of cos P
[given by Eq. (74)). This result indicates that one may in
fact further optimize the radiation from the bigrating by
changing the ratio of a2 to a i in order to change (lower)
the grating height to the period a & is nearly the same in
each case (0.08, classical, and 0.09, bigratings).
IV. CONCLUSION
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APPENDIX
The matrix elements on the left-hand side of Eq. (20)
are
M„,(k, co;6,6') = &(&oo l 6—6') N„(k, e;6,6'),
+GG'
A theory of radiation has been presented which is
completely general in its treatment of the incoherent
Smith-Purcell effect: It works for a beam of charged
particles passing over the surface of any conducting ma-
terial, described by a complex dielectric constant e(cv), it
treats a surface profile that may be periodic in two di-
mensions, and it treats an arbitrary orientation of the
beam parallel to the surface. Modulating the surface in
two directions allows one to model arrays of surface
bumps, such as the array of hemiellipsoids considered in
Ref. 18, and since the period can be made arbitrarily
large (compared to the relevant A.), radiation due to a
single bump, or any collection of surface bosses, can be
treated.
Numerical implementation of the theory for sinusoidal
bigratings has shown a large enhancement due to the ex-
citation of surface plasmons —both one-plasmon and
two-plasmon excitations. The direction of the enhanced
beam can be controlled through the choice of the grating
periods —here, emergence normal to the surface was
considered in the numerical work. The magnitude of the
enhancement was shown to be optimized at a certain
grating height (actually at a certain height to period ra-
tio). An additional enhancement from the bigrating (due
to the two-plasmon excitations) over the classical grating
was found. This added enhancement can be further op-
timized by varying the ratio of az to a, , but this is left
for future work.
The numerical work here considered only metallic
gratings, with surface-plasma frequencies in the uv, and
hence radiation at about A. =350 nm. The theory is also
applicable to the case of gratings on doped semiconduc-
tors, for radiation at longer wavelengths. For semicon-
ductor applications, the high velocity electrons [neces-
sary to excite a surface plasmon with a wave number
Esp(a~)=co/v that is not so large as to be damped out]
might come from ballistic electrons in inversion layers.
Such considerations are left for future work.
Finally, it is to be noted that despite the differences in
the grating heights at which the three curves in Fig. 6
reach their maximum or saturation values, the ratio of where
(A 1)
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J(tz
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N„(6,6')=z (KGXKG ), (A4a)
where integration is over the unit bigrating cell of area
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On the right-hand side of Eq. (20) one has
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for co &0. (A8)
For the surface profile function g(xl) given by Eq.
(70), the function J(tz
I
6) is determined numerically by
a method involving fast Fourier transforms (FFT), as de-
scribed in Refs. 19 and 20. When the profile contains
only the h» cross term (i.e., h i —hz —0)—as often con-
sidered in the present work —then the FFT can be
avoided with the following series expansion. For
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The o.'o in the above equations has already been defined
by Eq. (19); a similar definition, allowing for co &0, must
be made for a:
In practice, in the current work, the summation of Eq.
(A10) was truncated after five terms.
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